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Abstract
There has been lot of research has been done in the area of sports with prediction. Machine learning algorithm has been applied on most of the data to predict
its outcome. In cricket also there are many research has been done to find out the
outcome of the match. But there are a special case in the cricket where statistic
plays an important role. When the cricket match is interrupted by the rain and
then again it starts during the shortage of the time it is difficult to predict the run
and overs remaining in the cricket match.To over come this issue Duck worth lewis
method has been introduced. In this paper we are going to discuss the short come
of the method of Duck worth lewis method. In this research We are going to improve the model of duck worth lewis method with machine learning models. At end
we are going to compare the Duck worth lewis method, Duck worth lewis method
with run rate as a variable and Improved version of duck worth lewis method.

1

Introduction

Cricket is a sport which is invented by England which is otherwise called as a gentlemen’s
game.Cricket is played in most of the sub-continent countries. These countries are India,
Pakistan, Srilanka,Bangladesh with some European countries such as England, Scotland,
and Ireland. Cricket is a game of uncertainties were to predict the outcome of match is
very difficult. There is a emerging field in the computer science that is machine learning
algorithm. Most of the time machine learning is used for prediction.And many author
has used this for predicting the cricket match. As the cricket match are played in the
open ground there can be chances of abrupt of the match due to rain, lights and wet
outfields McHale and Asif (2013). When the match is adrubted due to rain it very
difficult for management of the cricket to decide how much run and over is remaining. To
solve this problem two English statistician frank Duck worth and Tony-lewis has proposed
some mathematical calculation to predict the runs and over of the second team in the
limited overs match.Later this method was adopted by the International cricket council
to predict remaining over and runs. According to this method there are two variables has
been chosen to calculate the remaining runs and overs McHale and Asif (2013).These
two resources are Remaining bowl and Wicket. These two variables are given more
importance According to Singh et al. (2015). But these are not only the variables which
1

plays an important role in predicting the run and over remaining in the match. Some
other factors such as run rate, Toss , Home team,Players rating,pitch etc are some of the
variables which plays an important in predicting Overs and wickets. So in this thesis we
have made some changes in the algorithm which calculates the run rate of the match.We
are going to use the machine learning algorithm such as Neural network,Support vector
machine,decision tree,logistic regression,binomial logistic regression to predict the overs
and wicket. we are going to compare the model of duck worth lewis method, Duck worth
lewis method with the Run rate and duck worth lewis method improved version. In this
research we are going to see the performance of these methods with the machine learning
algorithm

2

Related Work

Cricket is the second most popular sports after football. Many prediction has been done
on different sports using Data mining algorithm . Sankaranarayanan et al. (2014) has
done the prediction of the outcome of the match that is winning or losing . They have used
the linear regression and nearest neighbour clustering algorithms to predict the outcome
of the match. In this research author has used the historical match data to predict the
outcome of one day match.But they have failed to conduct the test on the short term
cricket match like T20 matches which is played only for 20 over. Bandulasiri (2008) In
this paper author has analyzed the factor such as Winning the toss ,match type(Like day
or night) because day or night plays an important role in the field of predicting the match
output. In the day time bowls rotation is towards outward of the field and similarly in
the night it is much difficult for the bowler to grip the bowl because of wet field. So it
becomes very difficult for the bowling team to bowl in the night time which gives the
advantage to the batting team. But in this paper author has failed to make a point on the
run rate. Run rate is an important aspect of the match because run rate is the shows the
performance of the team in a match .Run rate can be calculated per over or by Per innings
and should be taken into consideration. The concept of resource is developed by the duck
worth and lewis method to solve the problem of resource management which helps in the
prediction of the run and over required for the second inning of the match. Beaudoin and
Swartz (n.d.) In this author has used two variables such as best batsman and best bowler
but it is very difficult to calculate the best batsman because it is not feasible to evaluate
the performance metric of bowler and batsman. But there is a slightest chance if we can
check the rating of the cricketer. We need to see that physical strength of the player can
also plays an important role in the predicting the match according to Kaluarachchi and
Aparna (2010) but they have used other factor for example Winning toss,day and night
effect ,home game advantage these are the factor used buy using the artificial intelligent
techniques such as Baysian classifiers with machine learning technique. In this research
mathematical calculation has been done to to predict the outcome of the match. But
they have not used an important factor such as the influence of the umpire in the match.
Umpire plays an important role in the match because any wrong decision in the match
can lead to the winning of the defending team.In this paper author has created a tool
called Cric AI which predicts the match of upto four and five matches in a row. ( McHale
and Asif (2013)) Author has attempted to make some modification in the duck worth
lewis mehod. This is the first attempt to make some changes in the algorithm of the duck
worth lewis method.Here the modified Duck worth lewis method makes changes in the two

factor they are Estimation of F(w) and the model of Z(u,w). This is a great approach to
make the changes there is a lot of improvement has been made in this research for example
it has smoothed the variable of z0 from 288.6(for D/ method subjectively smoothed(f(w))
to 291.9 (D/L method smoothed f(w)) to( Modified D/L Model,Smoothed f(w)) to 340.0.
This is a great achievement in terms of the accuracy of the duck worth lewis method
because it will calculate the resource and outcome of the match more accurately.
Singh et al. (2015) has considered 2 data mining techniques in there research they are
Linear regression and Nave bayes algorithm for there research. Here they have calculated
the algorithm with the five overs interval they are 1-5 overs of 50 overs for both the
algorithm. The outcome shows that the accuracy percentage of the algorithm increases
from 68 percentage initially from 1-5 overs to 91 percentage till they reach 45th over.
This shows that as the data increases the output of the match increases proportionally
the accuracy of the model increases.
Phanse and Deorah (2011) has attempted to overcome the shortcoming of the duckworth lewis method. Authors have used the weka tool to use the algorithm such as
Random forest method and C4.5. Here author has found out some of the limitation of
the duck worth lewis method. From there research using weka tool they have found out
that Venue Is the one of the important factor to estimate or predict the match score for
second innings. So the author has used over , wickets and venue as the attribute for there
research in data mining and they have come to a interesting fact and a conclusion that
team batting first has more advantage then the team batting second from there results.
That is true because when the first team bats first it has no target set so it has less liable
to have pressure of the match. like wise if we see the second team has more pressure as
compare to the defending team because they have a target in front of them which they
have to achieve within a given over. The main drawback of thie paper is the bias factor
has not been taken as an important factor. The over all ratio or the the probability of the
match win has been calculated by matches win and the number of the matches played
by the team. The main conclusion of this research is as follows. 1) 66 percentage of the
match won by the team who has won the toss 2) The winning ratio of the team batting
first is 64 percentage 3) Team choose to bat second during the rain effected matches these
are 54 percentage 4) more stress has been given to the Wickets 5) more stress has been
give to the matches 6) And the last is the match effected ratio is 82 percentage
Ramanayaka et al. (2016) has proposed the theory of getting out Is related to or we
can say as it is associated with the number of factor that is number of bowl, Number of
wicket , venue, run rate, rating of the bowler, pitch condition. But in this research the
author has considered two factors they are number of wickets and number of bowls remaining. This two variables is directly dependent on the duck worth lewis method.As we know
that the probability of the a particular bowl bowled by any bowler can be(6,4,2,1,0,3)
or it can be getting out. According to the result we can see that getting out is directly
proportional to the number of bowls and number of wickets. As the number of wicket
and number bowl increases there are probability of getting out and if there is less wicket
and bowl there is a less chance of getting out of the match. Here in the research they
have found out that in the beginning of the over and at the end there is a lot of chance
of getting out as compare in the middle over. But still it all depends on the bowler ,
batsman and wicket as well
Xu (2012)In this paper we have can see that researcher has used two most important
algorithm to test they are genetic algorithm and Artificial neural network. They are the
first author to use these algorithm to predict the outcome of the cricket. They have

collected the 1000 data among which they used 700 data for testing and 300 for training
the model. The result of medium square error for predicted and the original score is
between 26.637 and is 32.334 for the test sample values. This concludes that the predicted
medium square error is less then that of original with the genetic and artificial neural
network algorithm. There are different feature has been used by the author for there
prediction they are fatigue ,weather ,experience, time training, height, weight, nutrition
facts etc with different grades like short ,less ,Long ,Above, tall, excellent and week.
Pathak and Wadhwa (2016) Here the author has used the variables such as physical
fitness of the team ,dynamic strategies of the match. Because different captains have
different strategy for the match . Author has used the data mining techniques such
as Nave baysian techniques,random forest and support vector machine to predict the
outcome of the match. They have also used some of the other variables such as home
game advantage. It is true that home team gets more support in terms of the spectators
cheering there team.Day or night match in this kind of match second team who is playing
under lights have many disadvantage like vision,wet outfield and more swing in the bowl
later. These are some of the important variables which are used in the match. but
the variable called the physical strength of the team cannot be calculated accurately as
there are only 10 player in each team who plays in the field. Here user failed to take a
variable called average winning rate of the team in the same ground and against same
team because this is the metric which is very important to consider the winning team
with there victory.

2.1

Machine learning used in other sports

Prediction of the sports is not only in restricted to cricket but it has also done in many
other sports such as football score prediction. In the basketball such as number of baskets
by team in the match. Me et al. (2011) has created a prediction model in the sports of
swimming which is very interesting.In this research author has modelled there algorithm
with fuzzy logic . Fuzzy logic is very powerful algorithm to tackle the continuous data.
Because the data which is used in this research are continuous data. The data which
is collected are from poland swiming club . The data which is collected are from the
professional swimmers who have experince of atleast 7 years. The variables which are
used in this research are age hours,Before-after,Time,Stimulus,land water,Sex.
Joseph et al. (2006) has predicted prediction football match . They have predicted the
outcome of the match such as Win ,loss and draw.The data which has been selected from
tottenham football club.The machine learning algorithm which is used is bayesian network
. There are some other methods used such as MC4,Naive bayes,K nearest neighbour and
Data driven Bayesian has been used When the model was built all the model has worked
well but the performance of the K nearest neighbour was much better then the other
algorithm.
There is another approach used by Martins et al. (2017) that is classifier. Here the
author has used the polynomial algorithm to do the perdition of the outcome of the
football match that is win, loss and draw. In this model 96 percentage of the accuracy
has been achieved by the author. Here researcher has also compared the old works of the
author with the accuracy of 0.52,0.68,0.92,0.53,0.56,0.58. etc
Hucaljuk and Rakipović (2011) main approach was to use the classifier.The main
classifier which are used are naive bayes,Logit boost,random forest, and artificial intelligence.In order to predict the output of the football match author has built there own

tool to predict it .Author has built in total two models they are basic and expert. Basic
model has less accuracy as compare to that of the expert model. In this model random
forest algorithm has shown more accuracy then the other model. In this paper author
has failed to show the variables used for there research.

3

Methodology

After some research and analysis author has adopted the cross industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM). According to the pole conducted by KdNuggets the
CRISP-DM is the most popular methodology. Here we have adhered all the phases for
this research. We have used following phases Business understanding Data Understanding
Data preparation Modelling Evaluation Deployment.

Figure 1: Cross industry data process

3.1

Data Processing

Data processing is the stage where we process the data to the desired format for our
investigation on our data.Mainly there are three stages are included they are data collection, data cleaning and data conversion. Data processing is done in order to find out any
noise or any unwanted data which can dilute our machine learning models

3.2

Data Collection

As the research is on cricket the data set has been taken from https://cricsheet.org/.
which is the largest data set which contains the data of all the format of the matches

such as one day cricket, Test and twenty-twenty format of the game. The data was in
yaml format the data has been converted into excel by using converters .After conversion
of the format we have the below data.

Figure 2: Cleaned data

After collection of the data its very important to clean the data.Data cleaning is the
most important part of the data processing. This is because if we dont clean the data
the effect of this will be seen till the end of our research. There has been an intensive
cleaning has been done. Below is the imported data variable in the R studio.

Figure 3: Data in R Studio

Such that removing the unwanted columns which are not useful for our research,removing
all the rows which are not important by filtering the data.Cleaned the column which had
nwanted formule built in. We have removed all the match which was not played under
duck worth lewis method.

3.3

Data Processing

Data conversion is also an important part of data processing where data has been converted to desired format. Like for example we have added a new column in our data set
that is net run rate. Basically run rate is a term which is calculated to know the performance of the team.So this column called net run rate can be calculated by formulae run
rate=total run scored/total over faced. Like wise we have converted coded value attribue
such as
Winning team =1
Losing team=0.
Like wise we have decoded for column Winning toss =1
Losing toss=0
Home team=1
Foreign team =0
We cleaned the data which where repetitive and where not so useful for our research.
Sorting and ordering the data has been done for example it has been done with date from
Converting the yaml file to .CSV files.

3.4

Machine learning model selection

Now the core part of analysis starts. We are going to use machine and artificial neural
network algorithm to predict the out come of the match. The main motive of classification
is to classify the unknown input data to the specific output. Machine learning has the
most powerful technique to learn the data as we know that there are 2 kinds of learning
supervised and unsupervised learning. In our research we are going to use supervised
learning algorithms they are as follows *Support vector machine *Decision tree *Random
forest *Logistic regression *Multinomial logistic regression *Neural networks
We have chosen these machine learning algorithm because of the following reason
It set a definite distinction between classifiers.
It is very specific about the definition of the classifiers.
We can create a perfect decision boundaries in supervised learning algorithms
We can specifically specify the number of classes we want in our research
After training the machine we dont want the training data again in the memory for any
future classification.
It runs in the logarithmic run time.
It can give the accountability of machine learning model using statistical test.
It can handle missing data.
It is very fast at testing times.
Machine learning algorithm clearly classifies the data.

3.5

Class Imbalance problem

Class imbalance problem is a common problem in the machine learning . The class
imbalance arises when the class positive data is less then the class negative data there

is high probability of getting the class imbalance problem according to Longadge and
Dongre (2013).This problem arises in many disciplines they are fraud detection,facial
recognition,oil spillage detection,medical diagnosis,anamoly detection, etc.
The problem occurs when there is unequal amount of the class present. So machine
learning algorithm works well when the classes are roughly equally divided.
When we calculate the specificity and sensitivity of the model we can say that sensitivity percentage value was less then that of the specificity . This indicate that there is a
class imbalance in our data sets. To over come this problem or to improve the situation
we have used the method of over sampling . We used the Library in the R called ROSE(
Randomly over sampling examples). We check the under sampling , Oversampling and
both in the function called ovun.sample. We got to know that when we do the undersampling we are able to rightly predict the resource and predicted score more accurately
as we can see that our sensitivity increased by undersampling the dataset. When we
tried undersampling and oversampling both together we can see that the percentage of
accuracy goes slightly down. We also used Synthetic data to overcome the class imbalance for our data set but still the result was not as expected. We have used the
resampling method. Sampling is a method to reconstruct our dataset, Including training
and validation sets.We got the result good but not as not perfect as of oversampling and
undersampling.

4
4.1

Implementation
Random Forest

The first algorithm which we have used is random forest algorithm. This is a supervised
learning algorithm is an ensemble learning method.random forest algorithm is built with
multitude of decision tree to become a forest.

Figure 4: RF with duck worth lewis method

To perform random forest algorithm we have used the R studio. We installed a library
called (randomforest) which is available in the r studio. We do not need to install the
package from github.To create the model we splited the data set into 80 percentage
training and 20 percentage testing.The main code which we used for our model creation
is

rfdUCK¡-randomForest(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining, data =
traindata, importance
=
T RU E, ntree
=
500, do.trace
=
100)
rfold¡-randomForest(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate, data
=
traindata)
rf combination < −randomF orest(BatF orSW inner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
W inningtosswinsorLossthematch, data
=
traindata)

F romtheoutputof therandomf oresttreewecanseethatthereisaaccuracyof 0.67thatmeansof 67percentag

Figure 5: Rf with Run rate

The above figure shows the calculated result of random forest model for duckworth
lewis method with the old method. That means Run rate has been included in this model

Figure 6: Rf with improved vesion

The above model is for duck worth lewis method with old and improved version. This
model shows the highest accuracy of 95 percentage.

4.2

Decision tree

Decision tree is a decision tool system. which when created it looks like a tree structure
with its root in the top side.This model more or less is a graph like structure with inter
connected nodes. To create the model we split the data into training and testing into 80
percentage and 20 percentage respectively.

Figure 7: Decision Tree
We used following code to create the decision tree model that is for duck worth lewis,
duck worth lewis old model and duck worth lewis improved version.

Decisionmodel¡-ctree(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining, data =
tdata, controls = ctreecontrol(mincriterion = 0.9, minsplit = 50))
Decisionmodelold¡-ctree(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate, data = tdata, controls = ctreecontrol(mincriterion = 0.9, minsplit = 50))
Decisionmodelcombination¡-ctree(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining
N etrunrate+W inningtosswinsorLossthematch, data = tdata, controls = ctreecontrol(mincriterion =
0.9, minsplit = 50))

Figure 8: Decision tree With improved version
To create the above model we have used library package called party in the R studio.
To create the model we used the controls such as ctreecontrol with the mincriterion value

of 0.9, and minsplit of 50 percentage.The same value of mincriterion and minsplit has
been given to all the model.

4.3

Support vector machine

support vector machine is a supervised learning model.An SVM model is a probabilistic
binary linear classifier.To build a model we have used a library called e1071 of R language.

Figure 9: support Vector machine

To create the model we have used the following code
svmmodelduck¡-svm(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining, data =
traindata) svmmodelold¡-svm(BatForSWinner SecondW icketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate, data = traindata) svmmodel¡-svm(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOver
N etrunrate + W inningtosswinsorLossthematch, data
=
traindata)
The data has been split into 80 and 20 percentage of train and test data.

Figure 10: Support vector machine with the Improved version

To Plot the model of support vector machine we have used the plot function with
slice of list as a function variable. We have divided the split into net run rate=3 and win
toss and win loss match =4.

4.4

logistic regression

Logistic regression or we can say as logit regression.Here to create a model we need a
dependent and independent variable.To create this model we have used a glm model. The
funtion which is used to create the model is

Logisticmodel¡-glm(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining, data =
tdata, f amily = binomial)
Logisticmodelold¡-glm(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate, data = tdata, f amily = binomial)
Logisticmodelcombination¡-glm(BatForSWinner SecondW icketsremaining+SecondOverremaining
N etrunrate + W inningtosswinsorLossthematch, data = tdata, f amily = binomial)
To create this model family variable to which we have given a value of binomial. We
have used 80 and 20 percentage of ratio for training and testing the data.
To find out the mis-classification error in this model we used the 43 observations.These
observations are found out during inspection of the date. This 43 observation are the
main data which help us to build the Logistic model.

4.5

Multinomial logistic regression

Multinomial logistic regression is classification method . This algorithm generalizes the
logistic regression.This algorithm can produce more then two different outcomes.To create this model first we changed our dependent variable into the factor variable. This is
first condition we need to follow if we want to build a Multinomial logistic model. For
data set we have divided the data into 80 and 20 percentage for training and testing
the data.Before using the training and testing the data we have re-leveled the dependent
variable.Re-level has done in order to form a matrix with ordered value.The model which
we have created using following code.

mymodeld¡-multinom(out SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining,data=CricketCsv)
mymodelold¡-multinom(out SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+N etrunrate, data =
CricketCsv)
mymodelcombination¡-multinom(out SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+Netrunrate+
CricketCsv)
To create the above model we have used the library called nnet.To predict the model
we have used the Type=”Prob”

4.6

Neural network

Artificial neural network or ANN is also called as a connectionist system. This algorithm
is inspired by biological neural system.To create Artificial neural network model we need
to change a data in a certain way that the values are between 0 and 1 . To achieve this we

use normalization . We used the Min -Max normalization to all the independent variable
which are needed for our model creation . The independent variable which we have chosen
to create this model are Netrunrate,SecondWicketsremaining,SecondOverremaining,WinningtosswinsorL
To create the model we have dropped the column which are not necessary for our
model creation. we have used the library called neural net for our model. Model is created using following code.
neuralmodelold¡-neuralnet(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate, data = T raindata, hidden = 2, err.f ct = ”ce”, linear.output = F ALSE)
neuralmodelold¡-neuralnet(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining+
N etrunrate+W inningtosswinsorLossthematch, data = T raindata, hidden = 2, err.f ct =
”ce”, linear.output = F ALSE)
neuralmodel¡-neuralnet(BatForSWinner SecondWicketsremaining+SecondOverremaining, data =
T raindata, hidden = 2, err.f ct = ”ce”, linear.output = F ALSE)
Here we have splited the data into 80 and 20 percentage for our training and testing
data respectively.

Figure 11: Neural network with two hidden layer

Above figure is the neural network with 2 hidden layer.Two create this model we can
see that from left side we have independent variable this are second wicket,second over,net
run rate and Winning toss loss the match. These are variables used with dependent
variable as the output bat f or s winner with the value of 0.383. An our dependent
variable with 61.23,71.93,65.26 and 91.93

5

Evaluation

In this section we are going to evaluate the result of three aspect of our research and
going to compare.These are Duck worth lewis method, Duck worth lewis method and
Run rate and duck worth lewis method with the improved version.

5.1

Performance of Duck worth lewis method / Case Study 1

Figure 12: performance of duckworth Lewis
We need to note that for all our results in the percentage has been rounded off.For
this result we have added two factor to see the performance of our model these are wicket
remaining and overs remaining. As we can see from the result that Binomial logistic
regression has the highest accuracy of 76.00 percentage with decision tree and support
vector machine to be second . We can note here that neural network performs very low
accuracy of 47.00 percentage.

5.2

Duck worth lewis method with the old method(Run rate)/
Case Study 2

Figure 13: Performance of D/L Method with Run rate

˙

To see the performance of the duck worth lewis method with old method added in them
we have added used three variables they are wickets remaining, over remaining and run
rate of the match . As we can see from the result that support vector machine shows the
best result 80 percentage with Binomial logistic regression,decision tree,Random forest,
and logistic regression stands second, third ,fourth and fifth.Here in this case we can also
see that the performance of the neural network is worst for this case under two hidden
neurals In ANN.

5.3

Duck worth lewis method with old and improved version/
Case Study 3

Figure 14: Performance of improved Duckworht lewis method

This is the result of the improved duckworth lewis method we have added 4 variables
in this model to check its performance.Here we can see that the performance of Support vector machine,Binomial logistic regression,Decision tree,Random forest and Neural
network is very high when we compare with above two models. Here we can note that
the performance of logistic regression is very low as compare to other two models.In this
model we can see that Random forest method perform best among all the algorithm and
Logistic regression performs worst.

5.4

Conclusion / Case Study N

Figure 15: Overall Analysis

Here we can conclude from the result that the accuracy of our model as compare
with the other models are best . We can see that Support vector machine,Binomial
Logistic regression,Decision tree,Random forest, and neural network performs best with
the improved version of duck worth lewis method and with the logistic regression we have
the worst performance index. So we conclude that as the related variable such as run rate
and Win and loss variables are added into our model the accuracy of all model increases
except for the logistic regression.
...

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The main purpose of this research is to improve the duck worth lewis method using
machine learning algorithm and models. We have also compared the Duck worth lewis
method, Duck worth lewis method with run rate and improved version of the duck worth
lewis method. Here we can conclude that we have successfully improved the method using
artificial neural network,decision tree, Random forest, binomial logistic regression. But
we fail to achieve the performance using the logistic regression. From the result above
we can say that Duck worth lewis method performance is much lesser then the other two
proposed methods.The improved version of Duck worth lewis method is much efficient
and there accuracy rate is much higher then the other two proposed model. The main
limitation of our research is that we are not able to achieve the better result using the
logistic regression.For future work to improve the model we can use the other factors such
as Winning toss, Pitch and home team as new variable to add into the existing model to
test the improved version of duck worth lewis method.We can also add new factor such
as strength of the team. But researcher could face a problem with defining the strength
of the team because we cannot represent the strength with mathematical formula. We
can also choose some deep learning algorithm to compare the data mining neural network
and deep learning algorithm.
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